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Dear Mr. Golden:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the exposure draft,
"Accounting for Financial Instruments and Revisions to the Accounting for
Derivative Instruments and Hedging Activities."
As President of North Arundel Savnings Bank, a banking institution in
Pasadena MD with $35,000,000.00 in total assets, I am writing to express
my opinions on specific provisions of the exposure draft.
I am strongly opposed to the portion of the proposal that requires all
financial instruments - including loans - to be reported at fair value
(market value) on the balance sheet.
Marking all loans to market would cause our bank's capital to sway with
fluctuations in the markets - even if the entire loan portfolio is
performing. Instead of providing better information about our bank's
health or its ability to pay dividends, the proposal would mask it.

Even if the banking regulators' Tier 1 capital excludes fair value
fluctuations, we still will have to explain it to our customers and
depositors.
The costs and resources that we will need to comply with this new
requirement would be significant. This will require us to pay consultants
and auditors to estimate market value.
For the reasons stated above, our bank respectfully requests that the fair
value section of the exposure draft be dropped.
I support the Board's efforts to revise the methodology to estimate loan
loss provisions. However, I have serious concerns about how such changes
can be implemented by banks like mine.
I recommend that any final model be tested by banks my size in order to
ensure that the model is solid and workable.
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Thank you for considering my comments.
Sincerely,

410 255-6700
North Arundel Savings Bank
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